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Preface by the publisher 

 

The detection of DNA1, the chemical makeup of genetic material is one of the greatest discoveries 

of the 20th Century. One was able to verify that certain chemical substances in dead bacteria can 

be absorbed by living bacteria, whereby their pathogenic effect is transferred and inherited! One 

identified the chemical substance as deoxyribonucleic acid, shortened to DNA. DNA is the bearer of 

genetic information. One realised in 1953 that DNA looked like a rope ladder and due to its spiral form was 

called a double helix. The strands of the ladder alternatively consist of sugar molecules (desoxy-ribose) and 

phosphate groups, whilst the rungs are created by two nitrogen bases. A DNA section, with about 1,000 

base proses, is responsible for the characteristic of an attribute and it forms a genetic unit (gen). The 

 
1 Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA): Is a nucleic acid that contains the genetic instructions used in the development and functioning of all known 

living organisms and some viruses. The main role of DNA molecules is the long-term storage of information. DNA is often compared to a set of 

blueprints, like a recipe or a code, since it contains the instructions needed to construct other components of cells, such as proteins and RNA 

molecules. The DNA segments that carry this genetic information are called genes, but other DNA sequences have structural purposes, or are 
involved in regulating the use of this genetic information. 

Chemically, DNA consists of two long polymers of simple units called nucleotides, with backbones made of sugars and phosphate groups joined by 

ester bonds. These two strands run in opposite directions to each other and are therefore anti-parallel. Attached to each sugar is one of four types of 
molecules called bases. It is the sequence of these four bases along the backbone that encodes information. This information is read using the 

genetic code, which specifies the sequence of the amino acids within proteins. The code is read by copying stretches of DNA into the related 

nucleic acid RNA, in a process called transcription. 
Within cells, DNA is organized into long structures called chromosomes. These chromosomes are duplicated before cells divide, in a process called 

DNA replication. Eukaryotic organisms (animals, plants, fungi, and protists) store most of their DNA inside the cell nucleus and some of their DNA 

in organelles, such as mitochondria or chloroplasts.[1] In contrast, prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea) store their DNA only in the cytoplasm. Within 
the chromosomes, chromatin proteins such as histones compact and organize DNA. These compact structures guide the interactions between DNA 

and other proteins, helping control which parts of the DNA are transcribed. (Wikipedia) 
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sequence of the bases is coded (genetic code) with the production of proteins. The production of proteins is 

important for the cells of an organism, because they control the cell’s metabolism (enzymes). 

 

At a length of 4m of DNA per cell, the DNA is relatively small: In the form of a double helix, it winds itself 

a number of times around the protein substructures, which in turn are intertwined into larger nucleotides. 

These nucleotides in turn are intertwined into larger units ending up as chromosomes. The 23 pairs of 

chromosomes of man – one simple set from the mother, one from the father – stows away the complete 

genetic inheritance within the size of a fife thousandths part of a millimetre! This infinitesimally small core 

of every cell contains all genetic information for the development of a human being. The multiplicatively 

intertwined strands of life of the DNA contain the cipher for the construction of the characteristic of the 

inherited information. When cells divide, the entanglement of the strands organises itself into 

microscopically visible chromosomes, to ensure that the stored genetic information is transferred in its 

entirety to the nucleuses, thereby handed down to the next generation. Thousands of genes have been 

analysed during the last few year and their position determined within particular chromosomes. Genes can 

contain mistakes, they are mutated and this can lead to genetic disorders. The triggers for these types of 

mutations are alcohol, nicotine, medicaments and technical radiation etc. – Man, the creator of mutations! 

 
Bad Salzuflen, February 1997    

 

 

Preface  (By Herbert Viktor Speer, 1966) 

 

Academic science uses the word “information” these days (1966) to express the assumption that 

every molecule possesses the ability to accept, to store and to abide by COMMANDS and 

INFORMATION, respectively take behavioural measures. 

 

The TEACHERS of the SPIRITUAL WORLD emphasise that molecules and atoms, as well as all 

cells, actually do possess this characteristics.  

 

If this INFORMATION is however coming from the cosmos, there must, logically speaking, also 

be a corresponding INFORMER present. It does not present a problem to a spiritually minded 

person to imagine that this INFORMER is GOD.  

 

The spiritual world informed us about this process about 10 years ago (1956). The spiritual world 

used the denotation of “INTUITIVE ENTELECHY” instead of the current denotation of 

“information”.    

 

These accounts were presented as a gift to the spiritual group called “The Greater World League”, 

London W11, in 1956 for their 25th anniversary.  

 

We provide proof here that the SPIRITUAL WORLD voiced its opinion in regards to this problem 

at a time, when nobody else on Earth thought about it.  

 

 

The INFORMATION (1)  (Author: H. V. Speer, with the support of the spirit guide ARGUN) 

 
The TRUTH can only be found in GOD, because GOD is the TRUTH and the TRUTH is eternal. 

 

This insight gives man a reason to believe in goodness and to strive for it. Suffering is not within 

GOD’S plan, but the effect of destructive attacks by base, maleficent intelligences. Suffering is 

therefore the result of existing contrasts and it is proliferated through the unnatural behaviourism 
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of all of Satan’s followers.  

Everything is still a work in progress, nothing has been perfected yet, this also includes man. Even 

GOD is continuously evolving, because HE is involved in everything. The aim is not the 

perfection of life on planet Earth, because the universe is much too expansive for this assumption. 

The process of life on Earth represents only a small partial experiment of CREATION within the 

infinite universe, because the Earth will fade away one day.  

 

Physical matter would not exist, if it wasn’t endowed with perpetual characteristics, because this 

perpetual motion keeps everything together. This motion however verifies the existence of a living 

GOD, because GOD has been motion right from the start. The universe represents order, but order 

comes from directives and these come from GOD:  

 

• Nothing can stir and nothing can develop without directives. 

 

• There is no meaningful order without directives. 

 

• A directive is a law of nature, because it spring from a WILL. – WILL therefore rates higher 

than the law of nature!  

 

• A directive must be directed at a goal, at visible motion in this case, at the expression of life.  

 

• But such a directive assumes RATIONALITY. Without specific aims, every directive would be 

irrational and therefore worthless. 

 

Physical matter cannot issue orders, they must come from a CONSCIOUSNESS, from an 

INTELLIGENT SOURCE. Physical matter can only accept such orders and react according to its 

organization.  

 

The same applies to the brain: The body does not guide the spirit, the spirit guides the body. The 

brain’s proteins are arranged in a way that allows them to accommodate the non-physical 

VIBRATIONS of the spirit so that they can be kind of transformed into subtle electric and 

magnetic impulses. This enormous fact has so far managed to mystify researchers. They had to 

assume that all processes of consciousness take place within the brain. The reality is that we are 

only dealing with a reproduction of the spirit within the brain. We can therefore say that: 

 

• An organism, no matter how structured it is, cannot project an expression of life, if the 

DIRECTIVE does not come from a rational source. Matter is not endowed with rationality – it 

only abides by it.  

Biological and medical research into life and living organisms verified that a change within the 

brain also leads to changed reactions. Damaged sections of the brain cancel or misinterpret certain 

perceptions and physical activities. This fact also dupes the researcher. The spirit can only become 

effective in those sections of the brain that are expediently at its disposal. It can for instance not 

see anything, if it does not have the required optic at its disposal. The soul changes over to a non-

physical body after its disembodiment (death) and this then separates from physical matter. In this 

way the soul has once again all the organs it needs for its conscious existence within the spiritual 

realm at its disposal. 
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The INFORMATION (2)  
 
Science calls the lawful behaviourism of cells and molecules, as well as atoms, INFORMATION2 

they received from the universe. The careful examination of this INFORMATION is an excellent 

opportunity to verify the existence of an ingenious CREATOR. Strange and incredible as it may 

seem, even educated people are reluctant to acknowledge a creative GOD. But where does this 

mysterious INFORMATION come from? This is where one must jog the memory of superficial 

and repressed thought processes. Even an exceptional computer must be provided with 

information, because the computer cannot process things without these entries. This is where man 

is the informer who can inform the computer based on his human experiences. The computer then 

utilises the stored data and provides a result by processing it in a technically masterful manner.  

 

Like a computer, a cell cannot process, respectively react without INFORMATION. Who or what 

is the INFORMER here that has the required experience to provide meaningful information? The 

name given to the INFORMER has no bearing. Important and crucial is the fact that such an 

extremely experienced and ingenious INFORMER exists. However before INFORMATION can 

be passed on to cells, one has to admit that the INFORMER must be in possession of the 

KNOWLEDGE about to be passed on. This irrefutably presupposes a CONSCIOUSNESS. – 

Without CONSCIOUSNESS - no INFORMER! 

 

We have come to an extremely important point here, one that not even GOD’S worst enemy can 

ignore if he wants to remain logical in his thought processes. If science is unwilling to accept this 

point or tries to attempt to twist things around here, it can no longer be taken serious. 

 

• There is no getting away from the conclusion that the great INFORMER must have a universal 

CONSCIOUSNESS and this conclusion brings us back to the existence of a living GOD!  

We received further informative explanations from extraterrestrial FRIENDS in the mean time. 

ASHTAR SHERAN for instance said that this GOD is not some kind of human being, but a 

UNIVERSAL CENTRAL CONSCIOUSNESS! Mankind however is not satisfied by this 

explanation by a long shot; it wants to delve even deeper into the mystery GOD represents. One 

would like to know how the INFORMER came into being. We also have the right points of 

reference in this regards. They are also of significance importance for science, but they require a 

certain amount of unbiased logic.  

 

Throughout the whole universe there has never been NIHIL, NOTHINGNESS, because 

NOTHINGNESS is already a state, a condition. According to logic, a state is already something. 

At the beginning of time, GOD was a DIVINE STATE. HE represents the greatest 

CONSCIOUSNESS throughout the universe for all existing worlds. HE is the INFORMER for all 

of CREATION! 

 

• Consciousness is an intelligent, cosmic process.  

 
2 Genetic information: The complete set of construction plans for all molecules that can be synthesised within a cell. The physical carrier of the 

genetic information is the genome, respectively the genetic material (in most cases the double-strands of DNA). Each individual strand already 

contains the complete genetic information of the molecule; the second strand, being a complimentary strand of the first one, has been completely 

predetermined by the first one. The identical doubling of the genetic information is the basis of the process of inheritance.
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But consciousness also presumes a personal EGO-CONSCIOUSNESS. GOD, many also say 

Mother Nature, is therefore the greatest and most perfect EGO-CONSCIOUSNESS, an ingenious 

MIND that must not necessarily be attached to a physical body. All the INFORMATION coming 

from GOD has such an enormous suggestive effect that it must be abided by. GOD’S antagonist 

however also confers contra-suggestions, which can lead to disturbances in the effectuations of 

GOD’S suggestions. GOD however is always the victorious FORCE. 

 

• CREATION is WILL put into practice.  

 
The INFORMATION (3) 
 

Science calls the behaviourism of cells and molecules, as well as the behaviourism of atoms with 

all their particles, INFORMATION. It seems logic that this behaviourism is not due to the 

intelligence and recorded experience of the respective parts. This INFORMATION springs from a 

different SOURCE, one that is the determining factor throughout all of CREATION.  

 

One must therefore assume that the SOURCE of INFORMATION stems from the 

CONSCIOUSNESS and the PLANNING of a higher AUTHORITY. It matters not whether this 

AUTHORITY is called “GOD” or “Mother Nature”. At any rate, this UNIVERSAL SOURCE of 

INFORMATION can never be a “coincidence”. To even contemplate that this is so, reveals 

abysmal ignorance.  
 

The sciences have recently verified that records of this INFORMATION are present. One is 

however not quite sure about the INFORMER, because one can neither see nor touch GOD. The 

spiritual realm – the positive realm anyway – which is far more advanced in regards to 

INTELLIGENCE, is better unformed about this. We can act accordingly. 

 

Man is in awe of the incredible vastness of the universe. He is even more in awe of the presence of 

a WORLD of SPIRITS. It demands such an incredible amount of imagination that one simply 

prefers to reject it. One tries not to overtax one’s mind by remaining ignorant. Psycho-science 

should not give up where academic science will no longer participate. Psycho-science penetrates 

the occult depths where the secrets of divine CREATION are to be found.  

 

The spiritualist is aware that he may ask the spiritual realm for clarifications. This is where he 

finds his answers. But we have observed that academic science embraces, accepts and 

disseminates indoctrinations from the spiritual realm – without providing the source of their 

knowledge. This creates the impression in the community that they are dealing with insights that 

have been formulated through the efforts of academic science. One will certainly not admit at this 

stage that one is dealing with psychic messages here.  

 

Inspirations can naturally also be regarded as psychic messages. The word “inspiration” is 

generally well used. Nobody takes umbrage. But what would the general public say if one would 

talk about “psychic inspiration”?  

 

Divine INFORMATION is also a psychic phenomenon. GOD is the PROVIDER of intuition, the 

INSPIRER. To attempt to dismantle this INFORMATION, that is to say, dismantle the lawful 

behaviourism of atoms into their respective components, would mean to dethrone GOD and adore 

illogicalness instead! In any case, the people on Earth are intimately connected with the spiritual 

realm. These processes are hardly ever explained to the public.  
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The state prefers to find financial means to purchase battleships than to approve one single Penny 

to gain higher KNOWLEDGE! 

 

The battle for the TRUTH must be fought with the most primitives of means.  

 

The promises of communists finds greater observance that a genuine indoctrination from the 

spiritual realm.  

 

GOD can unfortunately not depend on the people on Earth, because the majority of the people on 

Earth have abandoned GOD in order to gratify their vices. However GOD does require HELPERS 

from amongst the people. There are a number of honest human beings who make an effort and 

their remuneration will be higher than they can ever imagine.  

 

• INFORMATION is the way the sciences can gain the insight that GOD is not a human 

invention! 

 

The INFORMATION (4) 
 

• Every cell, no matter how small it might be, receives divine INFORMATION. 

Procreation is the initial, microcosmic beginning of a human being. We once again encounter the 

LAW that two concepts form a new unit: namely an ovum and sperm. INTUITIVE MEMORY 

resides in both of them, that is to say, the divine INFORMATION they both have to abide by, 

even if on a subconscious level: Due to past experiences (ancestors), the sperm has the 

INFORMATION to move forward. The ovum on the other hand has the INFORMATION to 

harden its shell, once the sperm has entered.  

 

The divine INFORMATION is a LAW, it compels. One can clearly see the divine ORIGIN here. 

A new unit has come into being within the fertilized ovum, one that intuitively, that is to say, 

subconsciously remembers the required divine INFORMATION that tells it how to behave. This 

initiates the building process. – Every new cell created through division now accepts the 

INHERITANCE of the divine INFORMATION.  

 

GOD, the INFORMER, the LEGISLATOR, passes HIS WILL onto every cell within the universe. 

Every cell therefore possesses a disposition to receive and this makes them receivers of divine 

INFORMATION. This initiates the systematic construction of an incredible heterogeneity, 

because every cell has another assignment and correspondingly, a different GENETIC 

EXPERIENCE.    

 

• Due to the laws of inheritance, the divine INFORMATION finds infinite opportunities of 

duplication.  

The verification for the absolute correctness of INTUITIVE ENTELECHY (The LAW OF 

REMEMBRANCE) is found in the construction of the organic body. The mutational forming of 

the embryo clearly shows that the assembly of cells takes place according to the inherited LAW of 

REMEMBRANCE, because it goes through all the stages of organic development. This is the 

chronicle of its development since time immemorial.  
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Any interbreeding between man and animal is impossible, because the cell do not possess any 

MEMORY in this regards. This type of intuitive INFORMATION has not been INHERITED, 

because the INFORMER, ergo GOD, did not intend for this blending to take place. HE therefore 

does not allow it to happen. This provides the evidence that the CREATOR did not direct HIS 

WILL in that direction. If the formation of forms and species was a random affair, the 

interbreeding between man and animal would be possible taking the intuitive MEMORY into 

consideration. However as this does not apply, we can absolutely assume that all of creation has 

not come about randomly and by pure coincidence, but according to a very specific and 

meaningful PLAN. 

 

• CREATION is the result of constantly inherited INFORMATION. GOD is the INFORMER and 

not physical matter. Matter only comes into being because of the INFORMATION! 

What would Darwin have to say about this insight? – And how would he refute this insight?  

 

All forms and species are defined and absolutely according to plan in as much as we’re not dealing 

with derailments. But creation is after all an experiment, whereby the SPIRIT accumulates 

experiences in order to employ them in further experiments.  

 

Man, as a species, can never have descended from apes, because in spite of some of the ape’s 

“human” traits, it is still an animal. Based on the INFORMATION all cells possess, the cells of 

apes do not have any experience in regards to the human race and vice versa! The cells of man do 

not possess any MEMORY (INFORMATION) in regards to the make-up of apes.  

 

The PLAN for this WORLD did absolutely not allow such a development to take place. If this had 

been possible, an inheritable MEMORY would have been created that would have become the 

norm. 

 

 

The INFORMATION (5)  
 

• Instincts later developed from within the intuition of memory.  

Instincts are a qualified form of subconscious, non-sentient intuition and also of INFORMATION. 

The inherent instinct of man has been replaced by the rational comprehension of concepts.  

 

• Instinct is therefore the “umbilical cord” that connects us with GOD!  

Life is not GOD, but GOD is a living ENTITY and GOD is life, because the CREATOR is the 

instigator of life, of movement. In spite of this, GOD is an “individual PERSONALITY”, because 

HE represents the highest CONSCIOUSNESS throughout the universe. HIS INFLUENCE on 

spirit and matter is guided by the minutest of reasons and they can have the greatest effects. All of 

this takes place with the help of infinite time.   

 

Matter is also something living and it differs from an animated organism in that it is more sluggish 

in its movement. Who will dispute these days that molecules and atoms contain vital movement? 

Animation and movement are no guides in regards to death or immortality. Movement as an 

expression of life can only be expressed in an animated object, in an object with a soul. Only 

animated matter, ergo an organism with a soul can be called “alive”. The spiritual content of an 
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animated object cannot be refuted. However GOD is the only SOURCE that can animate an 

organism.  

 

Henri Bergson3 writes: “Life ultimately found its wishes fulfilled in intelligence and this is where 

its hopes are invested in”. – All of this sounds good, but these deliberations are not correctly 

expressed. How can life express its wishes, if there is no intelligence present in the first place? – 

Even when life in not endowed with intelligence, GOD certainly is! HE guides all life. HE set HIS 

HOPES on life! 

 

The origin of matter is certainly not something metaphysical. Once we clearly identify a process, it 

is no longer something metaphysical and it adapts to our knowledge base. Only the things we 

don’t clearly recognise retain their metaphysical properties and remain an enigma to a certain 

point – something that operates in secrecy. The moment we recognise a coherency, we lift a veil 

from the divine FUNCTION. But this is a process that enters our rationality.  

 

Everything that enters our rationality is neither occult nor metaphysical. This is why spiritualism 

is not part of occultism, because it has been verified that it represents a contact, a connection to 

the spiritual world. Spiritualism, that is to say, psycho-scientific doctrine, has already entered the 

rationality of experts. Spiritualism represents an important component of knowledge.  

 

Every antipathy against metaphysics, in this case also against INFORMATION, is simply timidity 

when faced with this bodacious, divine FUNCTION. Man is not prepared to admit his obtuseness 

of comprehension, his helplessness in regards to higher thoughts and this is why he prefers to 

simply deny the existence of divine EXCELLENCE. Something that allegedly does not exist does 

not have to be explained.  

 

We should not allow our search for the TRUTH to be hindered, because we fear one particular 

branch of science. Spiritualism is also a SCIENCE – a PSYCHO-SCIENCE. Just because this 

science delves into deeply hidden secrets is no reason to abandon, to cease one’s investigations. 

 

• INFORMATION is GOD’S TELEPATHY and it reaches every single atom. The human spirit 

however shows reluctance to accept it.  

 

 

The INFORMATION (6) 
 

The sciences are at this point in time (1966) knocking on the door of the spiritual realm. One 

begins to think about, even if with some restraint, about physical matter’s consciousness and one 

includes human beings in these deliberations. They are pretty much at a loss in the Soviet Union, 

because the sciences there are not game enough to indicate that animated matter does exist.  

 

We predicted this development, because with the help of our SPIRIT GUIDES, we were able to 

gain an insight into this mystery many years ago. Russian science endeavours to go their own way, 

one that could coincide with the doctrines of Marxist thought. One tries to verify that 

 
3 Bergson, Henri: Born in Paris on the 18th of October 1859, died on the 4th of January 1941, French philosopher of Polish-English extraction. Promoter of a spiritualistic 

philosophy. The basic concepts are: The concept of subjective, non-repeatable, continuous time, the duration (dureé) and purposeful struggle for survival (élan vital). Received the 

Nobel Price for Literature in 1927. 

Works: Mater and memory (1896), Creator, development (1907) 
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consciousness is the result of matter’s behaviourism. One thereby assumes that thoughts are a 

chemical processes, because one cannot show that electromagnetic thought waves function as 

bearers of consciousness. These tests however irreproachably verified the transfer of thoughts 

from consciousness to consciousness via telepathy.  

 

Our own experiences and experiments go beyond this and from them we know that telepathy 

between people on Earth and SPIRIT ENTITIES and vice versa does exist, apart from the fact that 

telepathy happens to be the COMMON LANGUAGE of all otherworldly souls. Every soul is its 

own translator and that ensures that there are no “language barriers” at all. The sciences have 

named the INFORMATION they found within matter with letters. The name given is DNA and it 

means: Information of a chemical nature through code – in English: Deoxyribonucleic acid. There 

is also another denotation that is used in regards to the building blocks of cells. This denotation is 

called: RNA – Ribonucleic acid.  

 

We will use these expressions in future as we can assume that the sciences will soon gain further 

insights in that direction. We will try to compare the latest insights with our own documentations. 

It is interesting and quite informative to see that the sciences convulsively endeavour to gain a 

result that is outside of the field of theology.  

 

The more upmarket newspapers around the world also deal with this theme. Scientific papers deal 

with an otherworldly universe that lies parallel to our own. One sometimes admits that the 

possibility exists where otherworldly human beings could pass through terrestrial human beings 

without them ever feeling anything about it. One should dare to take one more step in that 

direction and admit that this could easily end up in spiritual possession. 

 

One tried to deny the existence of the hereafter with all possible means up to now. All spiritual 

evidence was malevolently ignored. Through progress within scientific insights we are at least at a 

point where one does not completely dismiss the possibility of an otherworldly existence. A rosy 

dawn has risen on the spiritual horizon. 

 

One may not make the mistake of believing that matter actually thinks. Matter only behaves like a 

computer, that is to say, like an electronic brain, one that receives the information, acts upon it, but 

does not make its own decisions.  

 

The sciences will certainly not be successful in providing evidence that the INFORMATION 

(DNA) is a product of matter. – Herein lays an objective divine PRINCIPLE. If this annoys the 

sciences, they are free to choose a different denotation for divine ACTIVITY. This will however 

not change the facts by one iota.     

 

The sciences will on no account be successful in providing evidence that this INFORMATION 

(DNA) is a product of physical matter. – Herein lays an objective divine PRINCIPLE. If this 

annoys the sciences, they are free to find a different appellation for GOD’S divine ACTIVITY. 

But this will not change the facts. 

 

• Whether called GOD or Mother Nature, man will not be able to dismiss the fact that there is a 

HIGHER POWER involved! 
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The INFORMATION (7) 
 

The sciences must inevitably deal with the problem DNA, that is to say, with the 

INFORMATION. This raises the decisive question of whether it is at all possible that cells contain 

this INFORMATION without having an INFORMER present? The sciences would be a lot 

happier if they could verify that this INFORMER, ergo GOD, does not exist. One therefore 

presents all kinds of assumptions in this regards, assumptions one would like to elevate to 

scientific dogma.  

 

An INFORMER must naturally have a CONSCIOUSNESS, respectively a MIND, because this is 

the only way he can be creatively active. Experience plays a major role here, because experiences 

are combined together. Mother Nature cannot accomplish such complicated combinations of its 

own accord.  

 

• Nothing new can ever develop without a guiding CONSCIOUSNESS! 

This is something the sciences cannot ignore.  

 

This problem doesn’t just deal with the question of whether an INFORMER, who is responsible 

for this DNA, actually exists, but with the even more important question of who combines the 

amassed experiences? This act of combining within CREATION might be even more important 

and revealing than DNA. The human mind also renders a combination of experiences, however to 

a lesser degree, but it does presuppose a mind!  

 

The sciences continuously come up with the most absurd assumptions that do not coincide with 

the TRUTH. Whatever is logical is part of the LOGOS. Whatever is illogical is therefore not part 

of it, it has nothing to do with the LOGOS, ergo with GOD.  

 

The sciences mainly take the human condition into consideration when dealing with this question. 

Mankind has accomplished enormous feats within a short period of time and Mother Nature has 

nothing that comes even close to this. The contributions in the field of electronics alone are most 

convincing and most of them have come about within the last 50 years or so. Mother Nature takes 

many thousands of years for certain major changes most of the time. Man creates things eminently 

faster than GOD. This has led to a situation where he has abandoned his place of humility and 

respect for GOD.  

 

In regards to this aspect, the sciences have unfortunately forgotten that mankind is guided and 

inspired by the spiritual realm. Mankind on its own could never have produced such results of its 

own accord. We are primarily dealing with objective endeavours of the INFORMER, whilst 

mankind only plays a secondary and subjective role as the executing organ. 

 

Furthermore, the sciences have posed the question of whether creation had only one INFORMER 

or whether creation is the result of a number or a lot of CREATORS and INTELLIGENCES. This 

question can be answered theologically: GOD has HIS ANGELS and HIS HEAVENLY HOST. 

These INTELLIGENCES are endowed with great POWERS and they are absolutely creatively 

active. We can add to this the spiritual ORGANIZATION and its INTELLIGENCE can not be 

expressed in numbers. From a cosmic point of view there are humanities of an unimaginable 

multitude throughout the universe. Every individual intelligence is however participating in 

CREATION in one way or other.  
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As the sciences make the great mistake in all their observations of not considering or believing in 

reincarnation, they cannot comprehend that every human being on Earth has not just participated 

in the enormous progress over the last 50 years, but that they participated in the progress and 

construction of the intelligent world from the very start of human life on this planet.  

 

• All of us are our own ancestors and forefathers.  

 

The INFORMATION (8)  
 

An eminent brain specialist asserted that the capacity of the brain has certain set limitations. He 

assumes that all events and experiences are recorded within the brain in the form of “engram 

recordings” and that they can be scanned after. We find this same process duplicated in an LP, a 

recording on a disk.  

 

Our experiences tell us differently and they are not based on human assumptions, but on the 

superior knowledge of our otherworldly TEACHERS who work for the LOGOS. – The human 

capacity of apprehension is absolutely limitless, because the whole universe represents the 

reservoir of all memory.  

 

It is left up to every individual whether he can imagine a cosmos filled with “engrams”. The fact 

remains that the cosmos contains VIBRATIONS. Especially human beings have the ability to 

psychically scan the cosmos. Doing this reveals a FREQUENCY one is personally attuned to. 

Individuals are only allocated one very specific FREQUENCY for the duration of one life on 

Earth, it changes with every new life lived on Earth.  

 

• Intelligence is therefore absolutely not related to the size of the brain and also not on the 

convolutions of the brain. Of a decisive nature is the ability to correctly interact with the 

cosmos.   

The sciences have marvelled at the fact that bees for instance show intelligence that indicates an 

excellent memory. The required organs for this are microscopically minute. The same applies to 

birds, they also dispose over a great ability to remember. Memory therefore is part of the insight 

called DNA = INFORMATION. The cosmos receives INFORMATION through the LOGOS 

(GOD), but also through every sentient and active life form. The fact that a bee, with its micro-

brain, can scan a reasonably large area of the cosmos indicates that its brain activity is beyond the 

capacity of its physical brain.  

 

With the cell’s information (DNA) one assumes that a special type of acid absorbs the COSMIC 

CODE. The information contained within the cell does however not deviate in any way from the 

arrangement within the cosmos. The determining factor is the connection between the cell and the 

cosmic FREQUENCY, through which the INFORMATION is traced.  

 

The INFORMATION is therefore not within the cell, but within the cosmos. The cell traces this 

INFORMATION through a psychic RAY and stays in contact with this INFORMATION. The 

same principle basically applies to all creatures and this includes human beings. 

 

The invention of the punched card machine and the computer, which receive prepared information 

in the form of a code, gave occasion to assume that a similar function occurred in regards to the 

cell’s information. This is wrong! – The cells do not receive a code that is introduced to within the 
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cell. The acid DNA does not store this code. This is why all insights in regards to the function of 

DNA are no longer applicable.   

 

• DNA is therefore not the carrier of a COSMIC CODE, only the carrier, respectively, the 

conductor of a psychic RAY, one that corresponds with the cosmos.  

This insight is not based on assumptions, but the result of arduous, intensive research on a spiritual 

basis.  

 

We find all the mysteries of life, of future growth, of control and eternal progress recorded within 

this INFORMATION. This INFORMATION is the actual genesis and no theology can replace it. 

It represents the uncloaking of divine ACTIVITY.  

 

• This INFORMATION represents the greatest scientific mystery of all.  

 

 

The INFORMATION (9) 
 

Science is still trying to solve the riddle of how cells are INFORMED about their respective 

function and behaviourism. It is quite apparent that such an ASSIGNMENT is not simple. This 

INFORMATION is extremely comprehensive, well absolutely important. Hereto, the continuation 

of our indoctrination from the WORLD of SPIRIT.  

 

From the SPHERES of LIGHT: 

 

Every cell requires, in order to express activity, INFORMATION, that is to say, a COMMAND 

from an external SOURCE. – 

 

But who is the actual COMMANDING AUTHORITY? 

 

The embryo for instance, which already represents an agglomeration of cells, does not possess any 

mental or emotional characteristics. These have never been detected and they will never be 

detected. The views of anthroposophy are therefore incorrect! – The soul does not enter the 

embryo during the fourth month of the pregnancy, but just before birth, that is to say, when the 

actual labour pains begin.  

 

One must imagine that every cell, every atom is invisibly and immeasurably enveloped by a 

spiritual ENVELOP. This “BUBBLE” contains the unimaginable METHOD of PROCESSING 

the INFORMATION, but particularly of ABSORBING INFORMATION. As academic science is 

unwilling to acknowledge things it cannot measure or perceive, it shows no interest in spiritual 

facts.  

 

Every atom has a vegetative micro-consciousness. Experience streams onto this “consciousness”. 

This miniscule consciousness also controls the behaviourism of the atom, not unlike the way the 

heartbeat is controlled by the brain. Because university taught science shows so little interest in 

anything spiritual, they will always be confronted with an enigma. This enigma could be solved 

immediately, if one would take the time to acknowledge the ROOTS of everything that exists. One 

is however ashamed to even pronounce the word “GOD”. They prefer to deal with an enigma, 

with an unknown, with factor “X”.  
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Matter primarily consists of whole groups of atoms and not individual atoms, meaning an 

organization of various atoms and cells. Even if individual atoms and molecules possess their own 

inner movement, they still group together because they are compelled to do so by a magnetic 

force. Their spiritual CASING however is very complicated and it works like an advanced, but 

vegetative consciousness. In order to explain this better one could say: The molecule is 

magnetically animated.  

 

Protein cells possess these types of outstanding characteristics. They represent one of the 

CREATOR’S masterpieces! The physical properties for man’s consciousness, for the brain, also 

spring from this basis. The human brain can receive an external telepathic thought, an ORDER 

that can absolutely reach one’s consciousness. Man has indeed the ability to decide whether to 

accept such an assignment or not. – A cell works in a similar fashion on a microscopic level, but it 

is incapable of making a decision, it must obey unless there is a DISTURBANCE present.  

 

Because one knows only very little about the spiritual FUNCTION, one rejects the immortal part 

of human beings. One now (1967) tries to deal with cells and atoms, which represent the matrix of 

human consciousness, in the same way. The spiritual realm is not a university, but we want to give 

you guidelines that will abridge your research and make you strive in the right direction. Showing 

more respect for spiritual VIBRATIONS can still save you.  

 

In spite of all scientific observations and insights into nature, man will never get around the fact 

that he will have to give account for his life on Earth after his demise. This fact does not fit into 

the plans of scientists, politicians and also theologians. 

 

 

The INFORMATION (10) 
 

The fact that cells receive divine INFORMATION they abide by is for instance verified by 

identical twins. These twins develop through the partitioning of a fertilised ovum into two 

independent ova. As the ovum is however a uniform cell, it acts according to specific 

INFORMATION. Another factor is that even after the partition, respectively after the separation 

has taken place, only one INFORMATION is authoritative. – This produces an absolute physical 

similarity. This process however delivers another very important piece of evidence: 

  

• The identical twins possess two different souls in spite of their similarity. There are no 

indications that the soul is also divided, because every soul is an individual entity.  

There is a widespread opinion that the human soul is the product of the parents. The soul would 

therefore have to be a new creation. If this theory was correct, it could not make an exception in 

the case of identical twins. The soul would also have to divide the way the ovum does in this case.  

 

• This however provides us with the evidence that the soul is something independent, meaning, it 

is complete and it incarnates into a physical body.  

The soul itself is not physical, but COSMIC. It develops within the cosmos through the assembly 

and duplication of divine LAWS.  

 

One can never equate the bible’s assertion that man was created “in the image of GOD” with the 

carnal body. This similarity only applies in regards to the soul’s COSMIC COMPOSITION and 
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mode of action. One has to take into consideration that man’s soul only represents a minute 

“divine SPARK” from GOD’S unimaginable “GIGANTIC COSMIC FIRE”. This is the reason 

why man’s creative powers are very limited.    

 

• In many instances human beings act according to divine INFORMATION (DNA), for instance 

with the act of procreation. 

 

• Human beings cannot mix with any animal and also not with apes, because the 

INFORMATION (DNA) would no longer be correct. The theory that man descended from apes 

is therefore impossible.  

 

One will now assume that there are mutations that contradict the INFORMATION. GOD has 

naturally his enemy. We can clearly observe this! DISTURBANCES come from that direction, 

like all other DISTURBANCES, they stem from human behaviourism (Smoking, industrial rays, 

chemical compounds) that can adversely affect the INFORMATION. Mutations eventuate in these 

types of cases, that is to say, in unmeant side effects. However once such a mutation has taken 

place, it becomes common place, it can repeat itself or it becomes the norm! 

 

In regards to our indoctrination it is important that we recognise on hand of the example of 

identical twins, that the doctrine about the INFORMATION is correct. We do not have a high 

opinion of theories; we prefer to rely on praxis and on absolute evidence. This also applies to our 

research in the field of the PSYCHO-SCIENTIFIC DOCTRINE. 

 

If a computer is supposed to function it must receive a program from a human being. It is a similar 

situation with the INFORMATION. The PROGRAMMING is effected by GOD’S CENTRAL 

CONSCIOUSNESS. Cells and atoms only abide by this. Multiple cell connections receive more 

complicated INFORMATION. It therefore follows that there is more than just one uniform 

INFORMATION PACKAGE for the cell. The PROGRAMMING through the CREATOR is 

unimaginably comprehensive. It covers individual cells as well as whole cell systems and every 

slightest change within these systems has an immediate effect on the new INFORMATION.  

 

• No wounds would heal, if this INFORMATION was lacking.  

 

 

The INFORMATION (11) 
 

• The sciences cannot deny the fact that they stride from mistake to mistake in regards to their 

insights and that only time will make true insights possible.  

This is the reason why one had no real concept of atoms and their construction before and this also 

applies to the inherent ENERGY within atoms. One is already aware these days that an atom is 

comparably so minute that one is virtually looking for a needle in a haystack. This insight must be 

expanded upon, because this minuteness does react to INFORMATION that controls its 

behaviourism. 

 

But as an atom does not contain DNA, it might seem questionable whether this INFORMATION 

is actually dependent on DNA. Anyway, one should not look for this INFORMATION within 
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matter, it comes from the cosmos in spiritual form and it has an effect on physical matter. There 

seems to be nothing one can object to in regards to this fact.  

 

It seems strange that academic science has an indescribable aversion against pronouncing the word 

“GOD” or to even include it their scientific conclusions.  

 

The psycho-scientific doctrine does not heedlessly ignore GOD’S existence. It presupposes that 

CREATION is the act of superhuman THOUGHT. The existence of an INFORMER should not 

be doubted, because the thought processes of man also run along cosmic lines. 

 

One assumed up to now that GOD’S existence could never be verified. One could only assume 

this existence based on the CREATION we are surrounded by. The progressive research into the 

microcosm allows us to day (1967) to predict that the verification of a CREATOR (INFORMER) 

is absolutely possible.  

 

Based on these new insights it is difficult to imagine that the views of Spinosa, Marx and Engels 

are still tenable. These people allowed themselves to be beguiled by the ignorance of the natural 

sciences. They didn’t know the capabilities of the INFORMATION, of DNA. 

 

• The rejection of a religion must not necessarily indicate atheism.  

Insights in regards to the survival of the human soul is presently still beyond the grasp of every 

religion. Herein lays the cardinal mistake made through human ignorance. The types of eminent 

natural scientific insights, the way psycho-science has formulated them, demand their “own 

religion”, one that differs from the dogmatic interpretations of so-called “Holy scripture”.  

 

The Soviet Union’s dialectic materialism insists that consciousness is tied to physical matter. This 

is absolute madness and it has been irreproachably refuted through thousands of contacts with 

souls in the hereafter.  

 

• The terrible ignorance in the field of psychic knowledge resulted in an avalanche of 

aberrations.  

Equipped with the right insights, this world could be a different place. People’s interests in this 

science are unfortunately still insignificant. What is particularly regrettable is the fact that one 

cannot rap the deriders over the knuckles. They are the ones that influence all of humanity. It is a 

strange fact that people particularly react to scorn.  

 

We can only hope that the sciences gain ever more insights into the secrets of this 

INFORMATION. DNA certainly represents the “magic potion” GOD used to create the whole 

universe. Every rationally thinking human being must admit that ingenious INFORMATION does 

not arise of its own accord, meaning that: 

 

• Matter did not create itself in order to be ingenious. Ingenuity is a characteristic of the spirit!  

 

 

The INFORMATION (12) 
 

In the USA and the Soviet Union one assiduously endeavours to discover the secrets of the origin 

of life. All of these efforts deal with the behaviourism of matter. This is where one looks for the 
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programming, the kind of programming one finds in a computer. That this programming comes 

from the cosmos is presently (1967) not presumed. 

 

If one takes a freshly cut branch already in bud and sticks it into water, one will find that it will 

begin to blossom. That wood is capable of producing such a blaze of colour is one of nature’s 

miracles. This can only be achieved through the INFORMATION, that is to say, only through 

divine PROGRAMMING.       

 

A computer has an enormous amount of electronic contacts and other such devices in order to 

perform its function. A computer programmer prepares a program to then install it in the 

computer. But how is it possible that a tiny molecule can perform the same or even better without 

all the enormous complexity of electronics? This mystery can never be a physical phenomenon. 

This is the absolute hegemony of the spirit who is a million times superior to matter.  

 

The brain cells of human beings and various other animals operate in a similar fashion. The human 

brain might be “computer organised matter”, but it could never function the way it does day after 

day, without the supremacy of the spirit.  

 

The search for spiritual factors can never come about through the investigation of physical matter. 

Only spiritual insights open the door to the most eminent mysteries of life. This field of 

knowledge has however been very much neglected, it has been suppressed in a most infamous 

way to the point of mockery, even though some quite eminent authors have stood up for it. Even if 

these attempts and investigations still take some time to complete, one will certainly not be able to 

blame the spiritual world, because TEACHERS from the spiritual realm have pointed out years 

ago that the sciences will one day have to bear the consequences. 

 

The INFORMATION (DNA) is the key to the spiritual world, to those regions INTELLIGENCE 

calls home – and it towers way over physical matter.  

 

Based on biological research, one will be able to exchange genes in the future. But one will be 

unable to change anything in regards to divine PROGRAMMING, because it possesses 

established LAWS that come to the fore over again.  

 

• DNA is an acid that promotes the acceptance of the PROGRAMMING. This acid however 

never brings forth a program of its own accord, exactly the way physical matter cannot bring 

forth the spirit.  

 

• Spirit and matter are separate concepts and also separate substances. But this doesn’t mean 

that these two substances cannot cooperate with one another under suitable conditions. 

 

• The spirit will however always be the dominant partner. The spirit will always reign over 

matter, because matter is only the secondary part of CREATION.  

 

Our SPIRIT GUIDES pointed out that matter does not contain mental engrams. These types of 

spiritual recordings are nowhere to be found.  
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• All spiritual records belong in their natural ENVIRONMENT, namely in the spiritual regions, 

there where the records of the whole life of individual people are also kept. The bible doesn’t 

talk about the “Book of Life” for nothing.  

 

• The spiritual realm mirrors these records within the physical cells. The DNA acid plays a 

certain role within this process.   

 

 

 

The INFORMATION (13) 

 

During the search for the origin of life one has come to the conclusion that matter cannot produce 

its own vitality without receiving the INFORMATION to start the process of animation. 

 

Everything science and technology is able to measure these days (1967) is regarded the property 

of physical matter. One obviously makes crucial mistakes when interpreting and defining what life 

is all about. These mistakes are blatantly obvious to a spiritualist, because he is aware of the 

immortality of the soul. The sciences however have not included this fact into their calculations. 

They continuously try to make room for different explanations even to the point of self deception. 

Spiritualists have been accused of suffering from self deception, but the reality is that it is the 

scientists who suffer from self deception.  

 

It is not possible to verify this INFORMATION at this point in time. It does exist, but one is 

unaware of any radiation or energy that could be regarded a factor.  

 

• The INFORMATION is a divine PRINCIPLE.  

 

As man is not in a position to explain and or to verify that GOD is an “ELEMENT of NATURE”, 

he will therefore not be able to explain the mystery of the INFORMATION on hand of physical 

evidence. This therefore means that the INFORMATION within all the areas of visible life is 

metaphysical. But it is the very terminology of “metaphysics” the sciences particularly balk at.   

 

As one has already highly developed adding machine at one’s disposal these days, the comparison 

to a computer is ready at hand. Man could however create the most sophisticated robot he could 

imagine, but he would never be able to create a robot that could show AFFECTION, that could 

LOVE. – As genuine LOVE is a divine SPARK, it can only be introduced by GOD. – The 

sciences however dare to assert that the human brain brings forth all thoughts and their associated 

conscious processes and emotions.  

 

Let’s take LOVE as an example: It represents an enormous domain that creates everything, 

overcomes anything or under certain circumstance leads to disembodiment. Matter is supposed to 

make these important decisions over life and death? It comes as no surprise that the sciences come 

to such conclusions. We should assert a higher claim on the seriousness of the matter. 

 

• The divine SPARK, namely LOVE, is part of the DNA, part of the INFORMATION, but is has 

no physical genes or chromosomes. 
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The sciences make things deliberately more difficult for themselves through their obstinacy. The 

path to scientific knowledge could certainly be shorter. All one has to do is to open the door to the 

spiritual world – the way responsible spiritualists do - with honest intensions and the right answers 

will be forthcoming. But this would mean that scientists would have to relinquish their claim to 

fame to the spiritual realm. – This tactic damages the standings of doctorates.  

 

• Humility is lacking everywhere – and there is no positive spiritual HELP without humility. 

The spiritual realm certainly welcomes any attempt to track down this INFORMATION. We are 

already aware of the latest insights into this field these days. They can only be: 

 

• Spiritual energies rate higher than matter, they guide and control it.  

• The spirit is eternal, matter however continuously changes.  

Science naturally assumes that mysterious, unexplored forces still slumber within man and one 

would like to find out what they are. But one is unwilling to admit that these forces represent the 

capabilities of the immortal soul. But as all denial is after all in vain, it is only a question of time.  

 

 

The INFORMATION (14) 

 

Indications that one bears full responsibility for one’s past deeds after one’s demise is no scare 

mongering, but a natural science insight universities gutlessly ignore. One must therefore come to 

the conclusion that universities must bear full responsibility for most genocide.  

 

It is a mistake to assume that physical matter does anything of its own accord. Every movement, 

even that of atoms and smaller particles, is spiritually controlled, respectively controlled through 

divine LAWS. But it is also a mistake to believe that organised physical matter produces 

intelligence. Intelligence is a non-physical process. Intelligence is located outside of physical 

matter and it is only connected to it. If one wants to explain what this INFORMATION is all 

about one could say that this phenomenon is something very close to telepathy.  

 

• The real INFORMATION within physical matter is telepathy, based on PROGRAMMING that 

is subconsciously absorbed by matter. It controls its behaviourism.  

In regards to the human body we can also recognise that control without consciousness does exist. 

Breathing and heartbeat are a part of this. Divine INFORMATION does not require a language to 

implements its ORDERS, they are “conceptual” and are carried out through impulses, respectively 

through spiritual VIBRATIONS. Human consciousness is cosmic and certainly not within 

physical matter. An ignorant person is however duped by the excellent functions performed by 

consciousness so that he believes that his thoughts and perceptions reside within the head.    

 

The obstinate adherence to this error of observation is undignified. One does however know the 

correct process and this could lead to a different way of observation. If all human beings would 

correctly know the processes of their consciousness, they would all look at themselves differently 

and they would also behave differently - better. 

 

• Consciousness belongs to the soul and not the body.  

 

• The body is only a kind of consciousness receiver.  
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This basic rule must find its way into academic science. An enormous field of knowledge will 

become accessible due to this fact alone and it is worth anyone’s while to look into this.  
 

The power of the INFORMATION becomes apparent when one brings suggestion into 

consideration. The will of one person is conferred to another without the medium of physical 

contact. Speech can trigger this phenomenon. Experiments to confer suggestions across a distance 

of over 1,000km have been carried out in the Soviet Union and these suggestions were only 

expressed mentally. These attempts provide enough evidence to show that man’s spirit is 

intangible and no “atomic displacement”.  

 

To suspect thought within the brain is a false concept! It is therefore not a requirement that 

consciousness with all its memories, vacates the body when dying, respectively during one’s 

exodus (exit). All that takes place is a separation from the body, from physical matter. The actual 

exodus is only carried out be the astral body. Nothing changes within one’s consciousness, it 

remains the way it was before. 

 

Death therefore is not as problematic as one assumed before and one still assumes in ignorant 

circles. Death is normally an extraordinarily simple process; it simply represents the switching off 

of a function, a separation of the spirit from the body. The body gains complete independence at 

that moment, it is now only physical matter and it is exclusively at the mercy of the laws of 

physicality – unable to do anything else. Man’s spirit also gains its independence at that point in 

time and it is now only subject to the LAWS of the spirit, it can do nothing else but carry out 

mental, spiritual activities.  

 

Spiritism maintains that there are points of contact at the boundary between spirit and matter 

where the energy of a terrestrially incarnated person can be utilised by a spirit or a number of 

spirits to a degree where physical matter can be influenced somewhat. This is nothing abnormal, 

but completely in harmony with the relevant laws of nature – if these do not come into play, 

nothing happens.  

 

 

The INFORMATION (15) 

 

We asked our otherworldly TEACHERS quite some time ago whether cancer is infectious, that is 

to say, whether it can be transmitted from person to person. The question and answer were 

published in the brochure Menetekel. It states that cancer cells can be found in people’s blood. It is 

a demonic pathogen and it can be transmitted from an open wound of a patient to the bloodstream 

of another person. We can assume from this that cancer must have a direct pathogen. If cancerous 

cells can enter the bloodstream, one should be able to identify them. 

 

The answer of our otherworldly FRIENDS now (1967) finds confirmation after many years. This 

virus theory was debated at a congress in Tokyo. Russian and American cancer researchers have 

achieved concurring results. The cancer virus could be detected in the blood of leukaemia 
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sufferers. We see our earlier publications verified here. The fact that otherworldly MESSENGERS 

of LIGHT can make correct predictions even in regards to very complicated fields of knowledge is 

verified at the same time. Otherworldly entities are naturally far superior in every respect.  

 

Cancer research must however bring the DNA factor to account, because every cell, and this also 

includes the smallest of viruses, reacts to the DNA-INFORMATION, even if this 

INFORMATION is not supposed to be acid based. The INFORMATION is divine 

PROGRAMMING and it applies throughout the whole cosmos. All types of viruses also abide by 

this INFORMATION.  

 

• When tumours arise, the affected cells lose their association with the DNA-INFORMATION, 

that is to say, they no longer react to the divine COMMAND. This fall from GRACE 

unfortunately means chaos! 

 

• As divine INFORMATION is superimposed over the whole cosmos, its sphere of influence is 

certainly not restricted, it must at least reach as far as the divine universe’s expanse.  

 

We can analogously ascertain here that all life forms, they way they exist here on Earth, can also 

be found wherever the same or similar conditions exist. There are naturally situations out there 

where INFORMATION we are not familiar with here on Earth comes into effect. But we can 

certainly assume that the same conditions absolutely produce the same life forms.  

 

It is of great pertinence in regards to cancer research that one acknowledges that cancer pathogens 

do exist and that they are also infectious. Cancer therefore does not develop of its own accord. 

From a spiritual standpoint the question, in what surroundings does a cancer pathogen feel most 

comfortable in, arises. The only answer our research results provide us with is: In a negative 

environment! – Negative environments are focal points for all kinds of diseases, for instance 

places like hospitals. In addition there are unhealthy behaviourisms like smoking, drinking to 

excess etc. We surely don’t have to list all the other negative conditions that exist. Cancer rates on 

par with syphilis in regards to its infectiousness.  

 

It is a great shame that the major churches do not utilise all the psychic contact opportunities. But 

it is equally regrettable that the sciences also make too little use or no use at all of these 

opportunities in regards to important questions. – A certain amount of scepticism is naturally 

appropriate, but it should not be exaggerated.  

 

• As man lives within the cosmos, he has the right to assert a claim to it in a POSITIVE SENSE!  

 

The INFORMATION (16) 
 

The INFORMATION, as we find it in DNA, does not consist of one word and also not of one 

sentence, but of a whole CHAPTER. 
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It must make sense to the human mind that chromosomes or other such cells are much too small, 

to be able to accept and deal with a comprehensive CHAPTER. The way the spiritual world 

teaches us seems quite correct to us, namely that the compulsive REGULATIONS and LAWS of 

NATURE are anchored within the cosmos, but that they can be traced by the DNA.  

 

Man can therefore not interfere in the LEGISLATOR’S handwork by changing his LAWS. The 

complete BASIC LAW of the CREATOR is unimpeachable. GOD’S ALMIGHTY THOUGHT 

PROCESSES would come to an end, if man was able to interfere here. This is impossible! 

 

We endeavour to find this INFORMATION though our own research within the spiritual sector. 

We want to help the sciences with this difficult assignment and we want to keep them informed. 

The spiritual realm calls the DNA-INFORMATION: INTUITIVE ENTELEGY. We also find this 

denotation appropriate, because cells intuitively absorb the things that lead to their entelegy, 

namely to their further development. The following sentences are from an original revelation of 

the MESSENGER of LIGHT VERITAS: 

 

VERITAS : An atom would remain unchanged in its behaviourism if it wouldn’t receive an 

impetus that forces the atom to conquer new experiences, ergo to undertake an 

experiment. The atom however can never make this decision of its own accord. The 

atom can only behave according to the experiences and the memories of its 

subconscious, vegetative nature. – 

 

  GOD, as a living RATIONALITY and a tireless CREATOR, directs HIS WILL at 

the atom and forces it to new, active movements that immediately become intuitive, 

that is to say, enter its subconscious memory and are retained by the atom. 

 

  Every atom is therefore a movement and simultaneously a memory according to the 

irrefutable LAW that two concepts build a unit, which in turn become active. The 

compelling FORCE of the CREATOR, who spurs the atom into new movement, is 

the “ELAN VITAL” Bergson talked about, but not really understood.  

 

  The fact that atoms and micro-cells do not arrange themselves without a plan, that is 

to say chaotically, must surely make sense to everyone. Only Satan with his vassals 

and followers create chaos. A COMMAND must have an aim, otherwise it is not a 

COMMAND. It is unthinkable that GOD would direct HIS WILL at a cell, to 

actually give it a compelling COMMAND directed at a very specific target – and the 

atom or the cell would then do something against GOD’S WILL. Unbeknown to the 

cell, a bodacious piece of PLANNING stands behind these processes. It suffices that 

the CREATOR has this PLANNING under control.   

  

  Once man gains the ability to group atoms together or to change genes, the new 

experiences naturally also enter GOD’S CONSCIOUSNESS. He profits from every 

success or failure, because every innovation is always an experiment. If a success is 

the result, it can be registered within GOD’S PLAN. GOD has made many changes 

to the human race. The various races verify the fact the GOD has “undertaken a 

number of experiments” in order to find a better from. 

 

• The final form of human beings on this Earth has not been reached. These 

experiments are however interfered with by man!  
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The MESSENGER of LIGHT VERITAS4 to this theme: 

 

An organised cell is a unit whose spiritual contents cannot be recognised. One entertains that a law 

of nature reigns within it. This answer tells us very little, because this is just generalising. The 

behaviourism is actually enormously more complicated. 

 

The ASSIGNMENT the cell has could fill a whole book. This is the reason why the 

ASSIGNMENT or the INFORMATION is encoded, ergo simplified through a code. The first 

ASSIGNMENT of this code naturally reads: “LET THERE BE …” – This is where the ORDER is 

given to the cell to abide by the INFORMATION. There is a compulsion to perform. – Instead of 

INFORMATION one can also say INTUITIVE ENTELEGY.  

 

There is a mental cosmos outside of every atom and every cell, but it is in coherency with the core, 

respectively with matter. It is in some fashion the cell’s “consciousness”. It is naturally not a 

consciousness in a human sense, because it cannot think, it can only remember and instruct. The 

mental exchange is based on a “magnetic connection”. The INFORMATION is recorded on a 

special FREQUENCY within the cosmos and this is where the ASSIGNMENT comes from. This 

is where it remains and it is a most extensive COMMAND. 

 

The ASSIGNMENT attached to every such newly created cell multiplies. When a cell undergoes 

changes, it immediately receives a new ASSIGNMENT that corresponds with the cell on a 

mental-magnetic basis. These are IMPULSES that are immeasurable. We are dealing here with the 

minutest of mental microcosm no human mind could ever imagine. A microcosm of enormous 

potential!  

 

Based on intuitive memory, every atom and every cell knows exactly what series of experiences it 

has behind it. Mutually arranged systems also have their memory, respectively remember their 

ASSIGNMENT. The INFORMER is the great, mighty universal ARCHITECT and HE expresses 

HIS WILL. INTUITIVE ENTELEGY abides by HIS ASSIGNMENT. Every atom and every 

molecule can only behave in a manner allowed and prescribed by its memory. This memory is 

naturally not expressed in words. Next to any visible motion there is also invisible motion. The 

compelling FORCE of the INFORMATION represents the “ELAN VITAL” Bergson mentioned, 

but never really understood.  

 

It is however very important to remember that every COMMAND and all INFORMATION must 

have an aim, otherwise it cannot be an ASSIGNMENT. But as a cell cannot think of its own 

volition – and cannot make predictions, it naturally follows that it must be subordinate to a higher 

 
4 

The MESSENGER of LIGHT VERITAS is the soul of the German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer, born 22.2.1788 in Danzig (Gdansk) died 

21.9.1860 in Frankfurt am Main. Formatively influenced at the literary salon of his mother Johanna S. born in 1766, died in 1838 in Weimar. Met 

Goethe, Wieland, the brothers Schlegel amongst others.  Discussions with Fichte and Hegel. In 1819, S. formulated his philosophy in his major 

publication called >Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung< (The world as Will and Representation). S. connects Kant’s transcendental aesthetics with 

buddhaistically influenced metaphysics of the will. He rejects Christendom as unphilosophical. He regards the abrogation of will in a disinterested 

view of the arts as the highest aim of philosophy. His brilliantly written works only began to have an influence around the middle of the 19th 

century. It influenced Nietze amongst others and also L. Wittgenstein and within the arts R. Wagner. His doctrine of will and motivation was the 

forerunner of psychoanalytical motives.  

Further works: “On the Will in Nature” (1836), “The two major Problems with Ethics” (1841). 

See: “What VERITAS tells us” from the series of Psycho-scientific frontiers, online at www.menetekel.de 
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CONSCIOUSNESS. – GOD plans on behalf of the cell and looks after it. However when the 

CREATOR’S antagonist works against INTUITIVE ENTELEGY and effectively interferes with 

it, the cell is no longer in a position to accurately abide by its divine ASSIGNMENT. This results 

in the false behaviourism of cells and molecules. We are then dealing with a flaw, one that can 

have dire consequences, particularly because these flaws are also duplicated. 

 

The sciences will endeavour to dispute the fact that the INFORMER is a living, sentient 

CONSCIOUSNESS. They will however not be successful to banish this extraordinary MIND to 

the “Moon” or some other locality. The mystery of divine INFORMATION can be unveiled to a 

certain point and this unveiling will verify the existence of a living GOD! 

 

 

 

Organ transplantation  (Transmission from the year 1968) 

 

The INFORMER (GOD) must not continuously repeat all HIS COMMANDS in order to vitalise 

the universe. There is a divine PROGRAMMING in place that has existed from the beginning of 

time and will exist for all eternity; but it can be continuously supplemented and improved. If one 

is talking about INFORMATION one must also acknowledge that there is an INFORMER. Logic 

demands this!  

 

One has paid organ transplantation very specific attention in recent times. Heart transplants have 

been very much in the news. These attention grabbing operations must also be looked at from a 

spiritual point of view. 

 

This is why we have AREDOS address you directly today. 

 

AREDOS : Every cell is subjected to divine INFORMATION and it abides by it and it forms 

accordingly. The human body continuously renews it cells by discarding old cells and 

creating new ones so that after a longer period of time a complete exchange within the 

whole body comes about.  

 

  When a donor heart is transplanted into another body, something that has already 

taken place, a renewal of its cells also takes place in the new body, that is to say, the 

transplanted heart also discards and creates new cells and these cells abide by the 

spiritual INFORMATION present.  

 

  Therefore, when the patient survives the initial battle of rejection and the heart 

continues to function, the whole cell organism of the heart changes; a gradual 

exchange of the donor heart cells with one’s own, newly created heart cells takes 

place. A situation would then have to arise after a few years where the donor heart has 

been completely metabolised into one’s own heart. If this is the case, the donor heart 

has fulfilled its purpose by serving as an agent to promote the replacement of this 

organ.  

 

  Next to the well-known rejection process against any foreign body, there is also 

another obstacle that has not yet been recognised by the medical fraternity: Every 

human being possesses an astral body that is a complete replica of the physical body, 

inside and out. This astral body is intricately enmeshed with the physical body and it 

naturally has an ASTRAL HEART, but this heart cannot be transplanted into another 
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body. This ASTRAL HEART must assimilate with the donated, transplanted heart! 

An assimilation of the ASTRAL ORGAN with the foreign, physical organ! This is a 

process that remains hidden from the eyes and ears of doctors. The same applies to all 

other organs like kidneys etc.  

 

• After the transformation of the cells has been completed, the patient can no longer 

be regarded the carrier of an alien body. This also has a lessening effect on the 

ethics of this whole issue, particularly the way it has been discussed of late.  

  The spiritual realm however basically rejects any utilization of animal cells. These 

types of intensions take place outside of the divine ORDER! Scientists have 

unfortunately no concept of a divine ORDER!  

 

• The utilisation of animal cells interferes with the INFORMATION! 

  The renewal of cells, the way I have described it, cannot take place according to the 

rules, therefore no adequate transformation takes place. One can only assume that the 

utilisation of animal cells is rejected by the ASTRAL BODY so that the patient 

displays symptoms the like no doctor has ever seen.  

 

  Even though man’s evolution has been through the various animal stages, he has 

actually nothing in common with animals in any form or shape. (Remark: This is quite 

apparent in the fact that crossbreeding between man and animal is impossible.)   

 

  During the development of the pre-human bodies, which took place in the distant past, 

the bodies were not animated by human souls. The ASTRAL BODY was then 

therefore of a non-human composition.  

 

• Only Neanderthal Man can be regarded as the first human being, even if he was 

only animated by a primitive human soul. 

 

• The INFORMATION within the cells must also be taken into consideration in all 

cases of organ transplantations. 

 

• A heart can only beat when it is privy to the INFORMATION.  

 

  The SPIRITUAL REALM follows these experiments wit great interest, but also with 

some trepidation…    
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Questions and answers 
 
Question : The philosopher Spinosa5 and a few others advocated the opinion that Mother Nature 

is GOD. That all of creation is based on causality. That GOD is the cause of it. 

CREATION is the result of HIS efforts. Is this formulation correct? 

 

Answer : One has to analyse first whether Mother Nature is controlled through a mind and a 

consciousness that possesses the MIGHT to have a tabulating effect on events.  

 

    Nobody has ever been successful up to now to demonstrate that mind and 

consciousness must by necessity be connected to physical matter. The brain might be 

an organ, but is not consciousness by any stretch of the imagination. The brain can be 

active without consciousness, however consciousness also manages without a brain. 

(Comment: It is a known fact in medical circles that mentally completely intact people 

have shown severe or complete brain loss when a post mortem was carried out!) 

 

  The whole body can be paralysed and rendered insensitive in a narcosis, but some 

patients have managed to see and hear everything from a certain distance in spite of 

this. 

 

  In regards to nature’s universality and stupendousness, it is absolutely not necessary 

that GOD has to undertake this enormous task alone. HE has HIS HELPERS and 

mankind on the earth plane also belongs to them! GOD is the FATHER of everything 

there is and HE created an ORGANIZATION to help HIM.  

 

  Nothing is easier than to simply dispute insights and theories. But he, who wants to 

dispute something, must equip himself with evidence, because evidence must be 

presented in order to prove that one is right. (Comment: Dialectic materialism for 

instance makes assertions without ever proving evidence.)  

 

  It is quite conspicuous and argumentative that (perspectively speaking) GOD has 

drawn a concept from the condition. Condition and concept are two separate things but 

at the same time still one. GOD as condition and concept is therefore a “DOUBLE 

ENTITY”. HE is one, but also two. This is why this fact has become an original and 

irrefutable LAW. The oneness of this DOUBLE ENTITY represents the elementary 

mystery of nature throughout the universe and throughout HIS CREATION. The two 

terms of “spirit” and “matter”, which in turn form a oneness within the cosmos, stem 

from this LAW. We can see this fact verified in molecules, atoms and electrons.  

 

Question : The sciences begin to deal with this INFORMATION more and more. Can you give us 

some more information about this INFORMATION?   

 

ELIAS : In spite of all their research, the sciences will not come to any other conclusion than 

 
5 Spinosa, Baruch (Benedict[us], German Spinotsa; Dutch Spinoza;  born in Amsterdam 24.11.1632, died The Hague 21.2.1677, Dutch 

philosopher. The most eminent systematician of rationalism and pantheism. His philosophy postulated the identity of God and nature (Monism): 

God, as the all encompassing nature, is the absolute, eternal substance and man has access to expansion (Matter) and thought (Spirit) from its 

infinite attributes. In his anonymously published  >Tractatus theologico-politicus< (1670), next to a treatise on Descartes’ >Principia philosophia< , 

the only published works during his life time, Spinosa defended the ideas of freedom of thought  and of tolerance. He had a major influence on the 

German idealism and German romanticism.
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that a higher INTELLIGENCE dispenses the INFORMATION! It is quite unimportant 

whether one gives this INTELLIGENCE the name of GOD. It will be left to the 

sciences whether they want to coin another name for it. What does remain important 

is the insight that the INFORMATION stems from an INFORMER – and not from a 

physical computer. The way this INFORMATION is taken on board is not unlike that 

of a computer, however in reverse, that is to say, the cell or the atom etc, receive their 

ASSIGNMENT or COMMAND in an encrypted form. This is how the divine 

INFORMATION is fed to physical matter in encrypted form.  

 

Question : How do human beings perceive such a COMMAND? 

 

ELIAS : Human beings only perceive the impact of such INFORMATION. The 

INFORMATION I am talking about is not actually perceived as it were. Details 

however, like for instance the ability to think, are the results of the INFORMATION. – 

The divine INFORMATION effects that every molecule, every atom, every cell and 

the minutest of VIBRATION have to abide by an encrypted COMMAND, according 

to what a divine COMMAND prescribes. The divine SPARK however, that is to say, 

the divine IMPULSE is the “I-point” or if you like, the final stroke in regards to the 

INFORMATION.  

 

• Conscious, intelligent life is the result of the INFORMATION. – It represents the 

perfection within CREATION.  

 

Question : But there is also negative INFORMATION and it comes from within the realm of the 

antagonist. Are terrestrial human beings joint accomplices when we are dealing with 

cancer or other negative attacks? 

 

ELIAS : Not always, but quite often. – As you are aware, there is a negative creation and the 

negative is also able to direct its INFORMATION at physical matter. Cancer, leprosy 

and other severe diseases spring to mind. Man is naturally able to open doors to this 

negative INFORMATION through an unhealthy lifestyle. To give you an example: 

The increasing pollution of the atmosphere through poisonous exhaust fumes of 

automobiles makes people more susceptible to mankind’s scourges.    

 

Question : Can man influence his own INFORMATION? 

 

ELIAS : Under certain circumstances man is able to pass on INFORMATION to physical 

matter. This particularly applies to his own body. One has undertaken experiments 

with plants for instance. One mentally concentrated on the growth of various plants. 

This mental concentration was of course directed at plants at various intensities. In 

spite of the same conditions like climate etc, the plants reacted to this mental 

concentration. Various results were recorded. The plants one directed thoughts 

towards to promote positive growth, fared better than the one’s one wished the exact 

opposite. What came into effect here was naturally the divine PRINCIPLE.  

 

Question : Is the assumption that we are dealing here with the principle of healing correct? 

 

ELIAS : Man can certainly imagine that he is feeling better. But there is a difference between 

imagining that one feels better and giving oneself the order to get better. But such an 

order amounts to nothing if no TRUST in GOD exists! 
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• Man must acknowledge the divine PRINCIPLE! 

  Will is connected to consciousness – and GOD is the GREATEST 

CONSCIOUSNESS and therefore also the GREATEST WILL! The human 

consciousness is not identical to the astral body and specifically not with the physical 

body.6 

 

Question : We assume that the astral body can take control of the movement of paralysed limbs, 

if the correct commands are given. Is this assumption correct?  

 

ELIAS : Yes, this is correct. But there must be a divine ASSIGNMENT attached to it. 

(CHRIST could do so.) Faith and conviction can have the same effect; the astral body 

can then temporarily, respectively representatively control the function of paralysed 

limbs or severed nerves.7 You must however be mindful that the will, the desire, the 

command etc are always ONE, but that they can neither be identified with the physical 

not the spirit body!  

 

Question : We are fully convinced that research into the INFORMATION is the only way to gain 

complete recognition of the psycho-scientific doctrine. One will then be able to verify 

GOD’S existence in a particularly logical fashion. – Are you of the same opinion?        

 

ELIAS : That GOD can be verified as the INFORMER in this way is correct. Because 

INFORMATION is life expressed through GOD as it were. The effect of the 

INFORMATION verifies the presence of a superior INTELLIGENCE, of a 

UNIVERSAL CONSCIOUSNESS! This fact already became apparent from the first 

INFORMATION given to a planned CREATION. It was: “Let there be …!” – This 

called the divine PRINCIPLE into being, namely: Compactness, change, construction 

of atoms around their nucleus, protons and neutrons etc. This was followed by the 

construction of cells, of inorganic and organic matter.  
 

 Question : Is this INFORMATION not also directed at the brain? Wherein lays the difference 

here? 

 

ELIAS : I must emphasise: The brain is part of physical matter! The brain performs relay 

functions, but it does not produce thoughts; it only allows thoughts from one’s 

consciousness to pass through. I emphatically appeal to all scientists within this field: 

 

• Investigating this INFORMATION is the key to the mystery GOD represents!  

  The INFORMATION that originates from the INFORMER is an encrypted pattern 

that allows unlimited reproduction. This makes it possible to confer the received 

INFORMATION from one cell to another – the way a magnet transfers its magnetism.  

 

Question : Can man’s thought process be influenced via the INFORMATION? 

 

ELIAS : To some degree certainly, but thoughts are mainly influenced through inspiration, that 

 
6 

Consciousness is therefore also not identical to the brain. A fallacy that is still prevalent in medical circles. 

 
7 

This is a good explanation for Christian miracle healings.
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is to say, thought information reaching one’s consciousness. Disturbed information 

can however also influence thought. But if the physical matter the brain consists of 

does not exactly abide by the divine INFORMATION, that is to say, does not develop 

according to the preconceived PLAN, the effect the INFORMATION should have has 

been disturbed. If the brain has been disturbed, the thoughts emanating from one’s 

consciousness can only pass through it adversely affected. 

 

Question : Is it therefore possible that all the negative thoughts so widely spread all over the 

world come from the camp of the antagonist and are the result of adverse inspiration? 

 

ELIAS : Naturally, but these people have somehow prepared themselves for this negative 

inspiration through their inner attitude. They have adjusted, respectively, tuned their 

“spiritual antenna” towards a “negative” sender. We also consider this type of 

behaviourism to be disturbances within the divine PLAN. The people on Earth 

unfortunately know very little about these important facts. 

 

Question : Is there a difference between the INFORMATION directed at a cell and the 

INFORMATION directed at the spirit?  

 

ELIAS : This question causes me to coin new words. I therefore say: “genetic 

INFORMATION” and “inspired INFORMATION”. There is a great difference here.  

 

• Genetic INFORMATION is dispensed according to the principles computer run by, 

they are not given encrypted information directly (1967), but indirectly through a 

perforated strip of paper. 

 

• Inspired INFORMATION is dispensed according to concepts, symbols and words. 

This information generally comes to you along telepathic lines. 

 

Question : We find your ascertainment that thoughts pass through the brain extraordinarily 

important.  Please give us further indications that this is so?  

 

AREDOS : Excuse me for cutting in:  

 

  Thoughts develop within the cosmos and this on the personal FREQUENCY of an 

individual. Once a thought is formed – and this happens at about one hundred times 

the speed of light – it makes contact with the brain. One’s consciousness, which is of a 

cosmic nature, sends the completed thought conceptually to the physical brain’s 

central consciousness. This happens because every thought has an affiliation to the 

physical body.    

 

  Thoughts however do not remain within the brain, they are immediately returned to 

the cosmic consciousness. They therefore just pass through. If a thought demands a 

reaction from the body, the brain immediately performs its function as a relay and 

either brings the ASSIGNMENT to fruition or turns it down.  

 

  I will give you an example based on your own telecommunication technology: A long 

distance telephone exchange operates from within a building full of relays. The human 

brain works the same way. As you are well aware, the long distance calls do not 
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originate from the relays, ergo not the telephone exchange, but from the callers who 

speak through the exchange. This is how you must kind of imagine the principle 

involved here.  

 

  Every human being has his own cache of memories, conversations, impressions and 

thoughts within the formidable cosmos. One’s consciousness has the capability though 

to locate things. It can zero in on the cosmically recorded MEMORY VIBRATIONS 

through an ACT of WILL. They also run through the brain’s relays like a long 

distance call. 

 

Question : During research into plants, one has discovered that plants have a CONTROL 

CENTRE that controls the processing of solar energy. This initiates a conversion 

process that produces sugars, proteins and other substances. One tried to replicate this 

process in a retort, but this was only partially successful. One does speculate though 

that it might eventually be possible to solve the mystery of the CONTROL CENTRES 

that impart INFORMATION to plants. It would then be possible for people to 

completely control plants. Would this solve any future food shortages?  

 

ELIAS : One of these days, people will have the power to control the machinations of these 

CONTROL CENTRES, they will be able to emulate the way photosynthesis works 

within plants.  

 

  Man also possesses such CONTROL CENTRES and they govern the biological 

construction of the body. These CONTROL CENTRES however also receive 

INFORMATION from the divine LAW! We can already (1967) influence certain 

glands so that they react according to man’s requests.  

 

• Mankind could live under better conditions if it were prepared to acknowledge the 

divine ADMINISTRATION; it would then also be a lot easier to recognise the 

divine LAW.  

  All of these control points, respectively, glands, work not unlike a computer that puts a 

program into action. The PROGRAMMING however stems from GOD! What is of 

importance is the duplication process, because all of these “computers” duplicate 

themselves of their own accord and it does not require any further reproduction. You 

call this process “vegetative behaviourism”. 

 

Question : Can one therefore say that the divine COMMANDS are of a vegetative nature?  

 

ELIAS : Yes, this is correct, but scientists shy away from this last hurdle most of the time.  

 

Question : Do the SANTINER have the capability to influence plants’ CONTROL CENTRES? 

 

ELIAS : Yes, but in another way. The SANTINER group atoms according to specific recipes, 

that is to say, according to specific INFORMATION they have delved into.  

 

Question : According to your present day standard of research (1967), would our scientists not 

have to recognise and also acknowledge a CREATOR by now? 

 

AREDOS : If one looks at things correctly one realises that academic science has already reached 
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a point where they have to believe in the existence of GOD unconditionally. The 

sciences however do not follow the examples of theology by adoring a humanised 

GOD; they assume that there is a CREATIVE SPIRIT that does not have the 

theological name of GOD, but one that still remains nameless. One is aware that there 

must be an INFORMER and it would be good if the sciences would give this existence 

an appropriate name, because they have balked at the name “GOD” for centuries. 

INFORMATION in Latin is called “INFORMATIO”, meaning “CONCEPT”. This 

denotation would easily fit into your vocabulary: INFORMATIO DEUS.  

 

Question : Do cells, atoms and molecules have something akin to a mind that enables them to 

receive INFORMATION and to abide by it?  

 

Answer : One cannot really call this process “a mind”. But to receive divine INFORMATION – 

that is actually a COMMAND - does not require a brain. Man can also think, receive 

telepathic COMMANDS and deal with them either with or without a brain. There are 

cases where this became quite apparent, namely when a scull was opened that revealed 

something that could not be called a brain. The mind still worked perfectly in spite of 

the kind of destruction present. The whole organism, including all muscles and nerves, 

are in such cases solely controlled by the astral body.  

 

  The same process took place when the great healer CHRIST healed the lame and the 

blind. Through his enormous powers of suggestion, Christ activated the astral body 

and encouraged it to take control over all physical functions. This resulted in a 

premature psychic seeing or hearing or the taking over of the functions of muscles and 

nerves.  

 

  Atoms and similar cells can receive and store spiritual VIBRATIONS of the highest 

OSCILLATIONS. They are even able to infinitely replicate this cache, roughly the 

way a stencil allows infinite duplication. 

 

  It is important to remember that all INFORMATION does not come from physical 

matter, but that it actually represents a spiritual ENERGY that emanates from a 

UNIVERSAL THOUGHT CENTRE (GOD). Therefore heed the following 

formulation: 

 

• As pure nature, GOD is a UNIVERSAL THOUGHT CENTRE of enormous 

proportions! This is where all COMMANDS for all of CREATION emanate from. 

Question : Why does GOD then not COMMAND the people on Earth to be good and not to wage 

war? 

 

Answer : This would only be possible if GOD would once again take away man’s free will. Due 

to the freedom of being allowed to make his own decisions, man is not obliged to 

abide by such COMMANDS.  

 

  But what GOD can do the antagonist Lucifer also manages to do. He can also direct 

his COMMANDS at atoms and molecules and naturally, specifically at the brain. This 

is how he creates his own, copied creation. The antagonist utilises the opportunities 

the INFORMATION offers on a regular basis. This is where epidemics, cancers, 

leprosy and many other terrible illnesses come from. Freaks of nature and abortions 
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also go directly or indirectly on his ledger! 

 

  Man however feels motivated by the satanic INFORMATION. He might have his own 

free will and based on this gift he could simply reject the satanic INFORMATION, but 

most people do not do so, particularly when we’re dealing with atheists. They do not 

abide by the divine INFORMATION, but abide by satanic COMMANDS. The 

consequences are horrible.  

 

  GOD however does not want to put pressure on man. Man is allowed to find the right 

path on his own accord. The devil however is of a different opinion. He uses coercion 

and he’s very successful –at least for as long as man is not so well informed about 

these mysteries that he can take counter measures.  

 

  The INFORMATION is the most important segment within the divine CREATION. It 

would have been impossible for you to comprehend this revelation a few centuries 

ago. But due to the advancements of present day scientific knowledge, you are able to 

comprehend this process more and more. You should however also look at the 

consequences this brings with it!!! 

 

 
 
Why should you behave yourself? (Transmission from the year 1962) 

 

When someone is unaware of his TRUE EXISTENCE, he is spiritually so deprived that he thinks 

and acts incorrectly all his life.  

 

GOD however allows you a glimpse through the veil that separates the here from the hereafter, 

because it is not GOD’S WILL that man should remain ignorant in this regards. Heaven provides 

sufficient evidence and this should be good enough for every sensible, normal human being to 

accept the TRUTH. There will always be certain people that will try everything to destroy or to 

reject as incredible any evidence of a greater, otherworldly existence. 

 

For as long as your average human being listens to these BLASPHEMIES and the defamations of 

supernatural evidence, he will not really be able to cope with this life and will not be able to make 

sense of his existence.  

 

This is the reason why most people believe that their existence only lasts between the day they are 

born and the day they depart this world. What is left is nothing more than an endless 

unconsciousness there is no awakening from. Only a number of churchgoers trust in a resurrection 

they have no real concept of and that is without a time frame.  

 

There is not one single human being here on Earth that has not tried at least once in their life to 

contemplate this mystery. Alas, as they find no satisfactory explanations for their secret questions, 

they eventually give up and concentrate on their visible existence.  

 

The harsh fight for survival and the merciless environment people are surrounded by, force them 

one day to ask the question: “Is it actually worth my while to be good?”  

 

Why be good, if being good necessitates the curtailment of many habits, desires, passions etc or 

beyond that, even demands sacrifices? One feels that one would have to be pretty dumb to allow 
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all opportunities to live off the fat of the land pass one by, if everything is done and dusted after 

one’s last breath. – This is where people struggle, where they get ensnared in a devilish trap that 

has dire consequences after their demise, because what was thought to be beyond belief before 

will then become inevitable TRUTH.  

 

• Woe to man, if the negative desires retain the upper hand; they will take superlative revenge on 

him in his otherworldly existence.  

 

• GOD’S great ORGANIZATION does not demand ascetic abnegation from anybody, but it does 

demand account for all positive and negative thoughts and actions from every soul.  

 

Nobody should suffer from the illusion that even the slightest of VIBRATION caused by thought 

is ever lost within the cosmos. If this were the case, man would not possess the ability to 

contemplate or to remember.  

 

• He, who is evil, forfeits any chance of freedom! 

 

• He, who is good, acquires this freedom as a glorious GIFT from GOD, as recognition for his 

good will and responsible behaviourism! 

 

 

Let there be LIGHT (Transmission from the year 1958) 

 
There is nothing throughout the universe that could be worse than darkness. This is why the direst 

fate for anyone one on Earth is to suffer from blindness. But there is however also another form of 

blindness and that is the blindness of one’s ASTRAL EYES. 

 

The otherworldly body at one’s disposal after one leaves one’s physical body behind is in its 

construction very similar to the terrestrial body. It also has a heart, lungs, kidneys and a brain and 

also all the other organs the terrestrial body exhibits, the difference being that there is no digestion 

and no circulation taking place. All sensory organs are however fully pronounced, but their 

functions are closely linked to the spiritual development of the soul. An evil, ill soul is therefore 

unable to utilise its ASTRAL EYES for years. Such a soul wanders around blindly.  

 

There is only one medicine for such a soul, namely FAITH in GOD and brotherly love! CHRIST 

spoke about an awakening after death. The required explanations are lacking here, because the 

awakening that CHRIST talked about was the awakening of one’s sensory activities to their 

ultimate potency in GOD’S realm, which surpasses every possible terrestrial perceptual potential 

by far.  

 

Most people unfortunately live a thoughtless and spiritually blind existence and never give the 

reason for their existence here on Earth due thought and respect. But there are a number of 

SEEKERS of the TRUTH that have an inner sense that there must be something HIGHER than 

their earthly existence. These people are searching, but they cannot find the TRUTH, because their 

environment has forced such a lot of doubt on them, that they continue to live in ignorance. 

 

This is why I want to give you a few pertinent tips of what you have to do to find the TRUTH, 

because I am one of GOD’S authorised TEACHERS, who came here to help you: 
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Man cannot find anything in total darkness even with the best intensions, especially if the space 

he’s looking in is of an eternal dimension. Where there is not the smallest of light shining, 

nothing, absolutely nothing can be found or recognised. This is an absolutely objective experience, 

something everybody here on Earth can verify.  

 

But GOD, the LORD said: “LET THERE BE LIGHT!” – However I say to you my dear brothers 

and sisters incarnated here: 

 

If you want to search for the TRUTH and knowledge about all things, do not search in total 

darkness, but in the regions of LIGHT! 

  

• Where there is LIGHT, there is also life. Where there is LIGHT, everything can be seen clearly. 

Where there is LIGHT, there is also warmth. Where there is LIGHT, there is peace and 

harmony, there is beauty and progress. The REGIONS of LIGHT are divine.  

 

• The spheres of darkness are regions of death, dread, coldness and aberrations. If surrounded by 

darkness, man commits one mistake after another, experiences one disappointment after 

another. Darkness is ruled by decomposition and decay, by stench and chilling horror.  

 

When we talk about LIGHT, we primarily mean spiritual LIGHT, because it is actually the carrier 

of INTELLIGENCE and the substance of the divine CREATION that governs physical matter. 

This is why this spiritual LIGHT cannot be ascertained within physical matter, because it rates 

well above this dimensional world.  

 

• Matter emanates from within to the outside.  

 

• The SPIRIT emanates from outside into confined matter.  

 

• LIGHT makes perception possible and it becomes cognisance within man’s soul.  

 

Darkness prevents any insights and leads to doubt and to disbelief. LIGHT, in any shape or form, 

is positive.  

 

 

The meaning of life  (Transmission from the year 1962) 

 
If man would only have one life on Earth, that is to say, would no longer continue to live after his 

demise, the human existence here on Earth would be absolutely meaningless. There must therefore 

be an interest present that facilitates and promotes, respectively maintains the human existence in 

the here and the hereafter. All progress and all development are unthinkable without such an 

interest.  

 

But who could actually have an interest in such a development? 

 

One must always ask the right questions in order to receive the right answers! A lucid explanation 

is lacking in all questionable cases, because completely absurd questions are asked in the first 

place.  
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People are actually interested! 

 

• GOD has the greatest INTEREST in the continuing evolution of HIS CREATION, in the 

fulfilment of the PLAN, in the attainment of an initially set GOAL.  

Man is supposed to be here on Earth to learn and to amass a whole series of experiences and 

insights. It is therefore absolute nonsense to assume that one’s physical demise extinguishes all 

mentally acquired results. This would not help the pupil at all. The main reason for this twisted 

contemplation lies in the fact that people cannot remember the life they lived before their 

terrestrial existence, it doesn’t matter whether on a spiritual or material plane of existence.  

 

According to common knowledge, man is supposed to emerge from darkness, without 

consciousness. He therefore believes that he must also return to this unconsciousness. He is aware 

that one must return to whence one came from. This is correct – the difference being that one’s 

consciousness for this life on Earth is extinguished, respectively left behind, for very valid 

reasons, namely that a newborn citizen of this world is not burdened by anything that could hinder 

his progress. The memory of a previous existence could easily tempt him to take revenge or to fall 

prey to old, negative habits – or to lose his objectivity in regards to his present existence.  

 

• The world of spirit however endeavours to render assistance wherever the lightest opportunity 

presents itself in order to help and to bring elucidation. – What is meant here is naturally the 

positive spiritual world! 

These elucidations are however confronted by enormous obstacles: A lot of people fear an 

existence they are not completely familiar with. They are afraid of something that is uncertain – 

and this is why they reject such indoctrinations outright.  

 

• If people would just make a small effort, they would be able to find out enough information to 

not have to live with this uncertainty.  

Equipped with good will, life in the hereafter offers great advantages. Only the negative, only 

those that stand in the way of GOD’S PLAN, those that oppose GOD, suffer disadvantages. 

 

You find it difficult to live a righteous existence… 

 

This is an enormous aberration! 

 

• The best prerequisites for a righteous existence are the ability to recognise negativity and to 

avoid it at all costs! 

 

• You can only conquer negativity by consequently rejecting it. This is the only way it can be 

conquered.  

 

• You should not fight negativity, you must completely isolate it and if you do so, it will 

eventually destroy itself!  
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Does life have a meaning?  (Transmission from the year 1967) 

 

Well, many a philosopher has asked himself the question of what possible meaning the human 

existence could possibly have. One has asserted that this question cannot be answered. – 

 

This is certainly an aberration, because this question can certainly be answered if the divine 

perspective is taken into consideration. Philosophers however would like to solve the greatest 

problems without looking at the divine PERSPECTIVE.  

 

If one would only live from the day of one’s birth to the day of one’s demise and this would be the 

end of it, there would be no sense in one’s existence. To dare to suggest that such an absurdness 

existed within GOD’S CREATION would be an incredible underestimation of GOD. Even if one 

omits the word “God”, the concept “nature” still remains. But nature is naturally identical with 

GOD – and who will assert that it is not incredibly intelligent and forward-looking? 

 

The human existence naturally makes more sense than the existence of all other creatures. If man 

however lived a meaningful existence, his life on Earth would still be in vain, if he would take his 

experiences, his self-knowledge and his spiritual maturity to his grave where all the characteristics 

gained throughout one’s life would simply rot away.  

 

Atheistic thought actually assumes that such acquisitions can only survive either in the written 

word, in art form or in cultural values, whilst man must relinquish them after his demise. That one 

is dealing with a major aberration here, plainly with an atheistic thought model, has not been 

correctly identified by all the major churches of this world. It therefore comes as no surprise that 

this has directed mankind along a completely wrong path.  

 

If GOD or nature created a living CREATION in such an incredible way, this enormous effort, no 

human being neither knows or completely grasps in its entirety, would be completely meaningless 

if it would not find recognition. This is the reason why GOD created man, not just on this planet, 

but on many other planets also. People should admire, acknowledge, perceive and contemplate the 

enormous superbness of this CREATION and try to improve and to supplement it. 

 

GOD did not create this superb, comprehensive and versatile CREATION for animals. There are 

certainly animals that also profit by it, but an animal is incapable of philosophising over creation 

or of contemplating its development and the enormous effort that produced it. The human mind 

however can do so, but the people on Earth unfortunately make very little use of this opportunity.  

 

• The meaning of the human existence is therefore very clearly defined. It has been cleverly 

included in the divine PLAN of CREATION.  

What meaning would the enormous effort of UNIVERSAL CREATION have, if a human being 

here on Earth would only exist from the day he was born to the day he dies? – And if he was 

unable to know anything about a CREATION that covers the whole universe? This is why the 

opportunity is there for man to reincarnate in the farthest regions of the universe according to his 

level of spiritual development. 

 

• Over eons, man will eventually pass through all of CREATION throughout the universe.  

The highest goal however is mental, respectively spiritual freedom, that is to say, the perception of 

the spiritual regions, the so-called hereafter, because an unimaginable CREATION of 
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SUPERLATIVE BEAUTY also exists there and unfortunately also of superlative ugliness, which 

however is not of GOD’S making. 

 

 

Self-control  (From the SPHERES of LIGHT)  

 

Well, most citizens of planet Earth are unaware of the actual meaning of their existence here on 

Earth. Above all, they are unaware of the fact that they are guests here on Earth, otherwise they 

would behave like guests. It is a fact however that every human being returns to Earth with a 

cleared, a razed consciousness in order to grasp an opportunity to evolve spiritually.  

 

• Every human being must make some contribution in order to progress, they must above all aim 

their will in a positive direction. 

Many however are of the opinion that they are not required to do so, they feel that people should 

accept them the way they are. That this is an aberration however becomes immediately apparent 

when one takes the meaning of a terrestrial existence into consideration; because the aim is to 

become more perfect and better – and not to remain the way one is. 

 

• To improve oneself means to become a HUMAN BEING. This requires strict self-control.  

Psycho-scientists have correctly identified the fact that an aspiring human being requires 

meditation in order to contemplate difficult problems. Many people however do not know what 

they are supposed to meditate about. – Well, this is very simple: 

 

• There is no better meditation than self-control, that is to say, to contemplate one’s own self.  

The more often one practises this self-control, the sooner one realises the way one is, the sooner 

one recognises one’s own shortcomings. But beyond that one also recognises the shortcomings of 

others, which one is then better equipped to assess – thereby avoiding a lot of irritation.  

 

Self-control is the best religion that exists, it inevitably brings progress. But one has to be frank in 

one’s assessment of self! 

 

It is apparently of little use when somebody else tells you that you have one flaw or another that 

you should get rid off. However it helps a lot, if one admits to oneself to having a particular flaw.  

 

One might not inclined to deal with them right away, but after a period of applying self-control, 

these flaws continue to make an appearance until they’re perceived an annoyance so that one is 

inclined to get rid of them.  

 

Advice should never be given under threats or with force; one may not force it upon someone, 

otherwise it becomes ineffective, because generally speaking, people are pretty stubborn and they 

immediately balk at any enforced advice.  

 

• Advice must be presented in a humorous and careful way and one must allow the other party 

sufficient time to deal with it. 
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All of this doesn’t just apply to adults, it is also appropriate in regards to children and adolescents. 

Schools and universities lack meditation classes that teach self-control. Something like this 

already exists on all the other planets where human life exists.  

 

The cultural level on this Earth is unfortunately of a particularly low standard. Just how much 

money is wasted on nonsensical, meaningless “art”? The means to further people’s spiritual 

development is always lacking. – What kind of planning is this?  

 

We are very pleased about the fact that we have a very humble agent at our disposal here that 

makes it possible for us to express ourselves. Even if our DOCTRINES are not world renowned at 

this point in time, they have not been given in vain. One will get back to them in years from now, 

because one will realise just how important and how pertinent they really are.  

 

 

About impetus  (Transmission from the year 1966) 

 
Well, man on Earth requires an impetus that spurs him on to higher performances. Man is 

endowed with a certain amount of impetus right from birth. It pertains to the preservation of life 

and propagation. 

 

But that alone is not enough! 

 

Man would not progress developmentally. There must therefore be a target that entices him. When 

somebody pursues such a target, one talks about impetus. Depending on the kind of target pursued, 

the impetus is either stronger or weaker. Prosperity for instance is such a target – or it can be a 

man or a woman, maybe the longing for a child. It would take too long to list all desirable targets 

here.  

 

But you have to be aware that there are HIGHER TARGETS that you are unable to perceive here 

on the earth plane. The churches, respectively the major religions, have endeavoured to point them 

out. They have not quite succeeded.  

 

Most people on this planet are of the opinion that amassing money is the best target to aim at, 

because it enables one to gain and to buy anything and everything. This might have some validity 

up to one’s physical demise, but man’s existence actually last much longer than just to his physical 

demise. Well, it actually really takes off after one’s physical death!  

 

The churches remain silent in this regards, because they are not sufficiently informed and they 

avoid any new instructions. The impetus to inform themselves is lacking most of the time. The 

target that lies beyond one’s terrestrial existence does not seem worthwhile for man on Earth.      

 

You unfortunately lack an insight into the spiritual world. One is however unable to reach those 

regions of the spiritual world with stolen or illegally obtained means, which make people 

extremely happy and content. No amount of money will get you there.  

 

There are those who have heard about this, but they relegate these types of reports to the world of 

fantasy. This might sound extremely fantastic, but it is certainly no fantasy. There are also places 

on Earth that are absolutely fantastic, this does not make them fantasy, but absolute reality.  

 

Where do these reports about the nature of the otherworldly regions come from? They are not 
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accounts of terrestrial people; they come from human beings that live in the spiritual realm. Every 

human being will one day join them there.  

 

There is affluence and poverty to be found in these regions also. Maybe not quite the way you 

might imagine it, but it is still of immense importance. No human being on Earth can possibly be 

as poor as it is possible in the hereafter. No human being can possibly be as incredibly rich as 

some are in the spiritual world. The unfoldment of any type of magnificence is possible – but all 

types of disappointments and retrogression are also possible. 

 

When we look at the life people lead here on Earth, we must unfortunately ascertain the fact that 

there is quite a major impetus towards reaching the lower spheres – and only a slight impetus to 

reach the HIGHER SPHERES. – Where is the logic in this? 

 

One could now assume that the impetus towards a positive development is very difficult. This 

however is not the case. One can promote this impetus very quickly.  

 

Do not allow yourselves to be confused! 

 

The HIGHER GOAL can be achieved by everybody! An alleged death can naturally not be 

considered a HIGHER GOAL.  

 

 

 
How can people live in a DIVINE SENSE? (Transmission from the year 1960) 

 
Well, take a look at the nations of this planet!  

 

There is not one nation that does not believe in higher, invisible POWERS in one way or another. 

Even the nations that live a politically enforced atheistic lifestyle cannot extricate themselves from 

the invisible FORCE of a higher ORDER.  

 

• There is no one-sided, absolute UNGODLINESS, because even the most revolutionary atheist 

fears a higher JUSTICE and a sudden CENSURE by GOD.  

Take note, it is man’s defiance that wrestles with GOD and the devil.  

 

Christian church dignitaries and representatives are of the opinion that an atheists or a communist 

must disappear in a spiritual abyss from whence there is no deliverance.  

 

Well, the human race has still no real concept in regards to GOD’S REALM, because you have 

managed to falsify and to destroy most of the information GOD gave you. You now do not know 

how to live according to GOD’S LAWS. You allow yourselves to be guided by the laws of 

countless sects that would like to force their own laws upon you in their fanatical pomposity and 

arrogance - even though they stem from the brains of lost seekers of the truth.  

 

If you would only know how simple GOD’S LAWS, who signify your whole happiness and your 

whole blessedness, really are.        
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• He, who listens to the mind, no longer listens to the INNER VOICE of the LORD, because 

your mind underwent a one-sided, a biased development and is not able to grasp the 

ABSOLUTE.  

I will tell you how you can live according to GOD’S WILL so that no harm can come to you:  

 

• Always remember that GOD is the CREATOR of everything there is and that HE is LOVE and 

JUSTICE.  

• Treat your fellow man with kindness and without distinguishing between race and creed.  

• Try as best you can to maintain a healthy measure in all things in your life.  

• Take pleasure in your life and do not lean towards wearing the gown of a penitent.  

• Do not withdraw from society, but maintain contact with your fellow man.  

• Do not steer clear of the dangers your brother and sister find themselves in.  

• Remember that bliss is just remuneration for good thoughts and good deeds! 

• Avoid any type of intoxication and stupefaction, because all intoxication eventually passes and 

leaves enormous evil behind, an evil that ends up in illness! 

• Commit to memory the fact that every thought represents a prayer to GOD and HIS REALM.  

• Have the courage to withstand any coercion – even if it comes from a church, because all 

coercion is ungodly! 

• Do not speak ill of those that have gone home before you, because they might be there to 

welcome you one day! 

• Show great respect for the formidableness the angel Lucifer represents, but despise all his 

negative deeds and inspirations.  

• Do not challenge Lucifer through insults, abusive language and suspicions – he will only 

answer with WAR! 

• Avoid the stench of the spheres of the lost and stop smoking, because it will be the death of you.  

• Avoid drinking alcohol to excess, particularly spirits in any shape or form, because it has a 

negative, pathological effect on your brain cells! 

• Do not delight in alleged masterpieces within the arts that contradict all laws of nature and only 

represent the derision of GOD and of decency.  

• Avoid and despise all noisy propaganda, because it abuses your nerves in order to gain an 

unfair advantage.  

Heed all of this, because it makes your life in this world, and also in the GREAT WORLD beyond 

the grave, easier.  

 

It pleases GOD to see happy and healthy people. 
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The path to betterment  (Transmission from the year 1964) 

 

Well, the reason for man’s existence here on Earth is to promote his higher development. But 

where does this development eventually stop?  

 

All of mankind is unfortunately of the opinion that one’s personal development only takes place 

up to one’s demise and that it will then come to a sudden, absolute stop. This opinion is the most 

fateful mistake a human being can fall prey to.  

 

The path of development is not a collective affair; this development is for every individual human 

being highly individual and endless. This is why nobody should ever get tired of working on 

themselves and their fellow man in this regard.  

 

The path of betterment is an infinite path, it is universal and it has nothing to do with man’s 

physical demise. This is the reason why it is impossible for a human being to be disadvantaged 

through one misfortune or another. The incalculable perspective of an ETERNAL EXISTENCE 

under various conditions, offer every striving, every individual human being the opportunity to 

achieve all the things that are positive.       
 

• You can do without negative pleasures, the negative pleasures of life and soul in your life, they 

are not part of your HIGHER DEVELOPMENT! 

All insights, memories, talents and experiences acquired during one’s life on Earth are completely 

at the disposal of every human being even after their disembodiment. Well, one can even have 

access to them whilst here on Earth. This is why talking about “eternal peace” or “eternal rest” is 

absolute theological nonsense. Death may not be confused with sleep, it should also not be put on 

an equal footing.  

 

• Do not mock spook, because it can be educational to you even if it is negative. It is after all a 

sign that ETERNAL LIFE exists! 

Do you believe that your world would have reached its present state in all respects, if the one’s 

that have gone home before you did not make an authoritative contribution to the terrestrial 

development from the hereafter? These otherworldly, respectively disembodied, souls are at the 

disposal of every human being. This spiritual cooperation one calls inspiration is too great for you 

to imagine. 

 

• At least 40% of your technical and scientific development is due to those that have “died” and 

are now assiduously active on your behalf. He, who is in a position in the otherworldly region 

to be positively active on your behalf, has found his way into heaven.  

Heaven has no room for the idle and for the spiritually deprived. Heaven demands spiritual 

activity and the highest performances to support GOD’S creative activity!  

 

• Those that are already aware of what conditions are like after their demise have an advantage! 

This insight however obligates one to better oneself!  

No human being is able to improve if he is unaware of his real shortcomings and the gaps in his 

knowledge. This is why every one of you has to know exactly where they’re at before they 
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undertake this journey of improvement, because one cannot start a journey from the wrong end, 

this would only take one on the opposite direction. 

 

The only possible beginning to human redemption begins with correctness. Every human being 

must educate himself or herself in regards to correctness day after day and hour after hour. You 

will then recognise just how incorrect you are at every opportunity, yes incorrect down to the last 

thought that you dare to express uncontrolled. Only correctness brings human redemption and 

deliverance. “Absolution” has never ever improved a human being!!    
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